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scabs than all other organizations I
ileyer heard of. Through its unjust

eiclusiveness it has meted xtut noth-
ing but continual injustice for the
benefit of the few at the expense of
the many, and has tried to establish
a caste system form of society. But
the day of the under dog is coming
and the barriers of exclusiveness will
be removed by the great majority re-
fusing to allow a small even though
skilled minority to dictate to it.
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I. y. W. has not benefited the
A. F. of L., but 1 stated In an.
article in the Chicago Press on Nov.
15, 1912, "it sounds the doom of the
A. P. of K," I hope to be in it
at the ringing of the tocsin, for I
shall witness the greatest of my
life the sunrise of industrial

the first great sfep in eternal
emancipation the estaDlishment
of the brotherhood of man.
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TIPEWRITER STORY BY LITTLE JOHNY
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Bagdad is famed for its breed of l In Poland the Russian language is

white .asses. Their ears and tails obligatory, and It is a penal onense
are sometimes colored a bright red.
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to speak Polish in any public resort.


